Early Stage Diseases Diagnosis using Human Nail in Image Processing
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Abstract:
Human’s hand nail features are used to identify many diseases at early stage of diagnosis as nail is farthest from heart and last to receive oxygen in our body part. Nail colour is used to identify the diseases. The proposed system guides in such scenario to take decision in disease diagnosis. This paper contend deep learning, a convolutional neural network to classify disease diagnosis from nail images. Nail is taken as a input image in proposed system. The image of a nail is processed by system and extract features of nail which is used for disease diagnosis. By using Kaggle website the first training set data is prepared from nail images of affected nail. The input nail image is extracted from the feature is compared with the training data set to get result. In this experiment we found that using color feature of nail image average 65% results are correctly matched with training set data during three tests conducted. Human nail consist of various features, out of which proposed system uses nail color changes for disease diagnosis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In healthcare domain many diseases are going to be predicted by observing color of human nails. Doctors observe nails of patient to induce assistance in diseases identification. Usually pink nails indicate healthy human. The need of system to research nails for diseases prediction is because human eye has subjectivity about colors, having limitation in resolution and tiny amount of color change in few pixels on nail wouldn’t be highlighted to human eyes which may end in wrong result whereas computer recognizes small color changes on nail. The proposed system will extract color feature of human nail image for disease prediction. The system that target image recognition on the thought of human nail color analysis. Many diseases could even be identified by analyzing nails of human hands. During this method human nail image is captured using camera. Captured image is uploaded to our system and region of interest from nail area is chosen from uploaded image manually. Selected area is then processed further for extracting features of nail like color of nail. This color feature of nail is matched using simple matcher algorithm for diseases prediction. In this way the system is useful in prediction of diseases in their initial stages. In Literature study we mentioned number of the diseases in their initial stages. In Literature study we mentioned number of the diseases with its related color changes in nails. Human nail are going to be used for the prediction of various systemic and dermatological diseases.

The proposed system – Nail Image Processing System helps us to create a model which could perform the analysis of human nail and thereby help us in predicting various diseases. Common signs which be noticeable around the nail are discoloration of nail to black, white, yellow or green, thickening of nail, dry or scaly skin around the nail. This project contend a deep convolutional network to classify diseases from images. This work has been tested on our dataset and it ends up to great performance in feature extraction. This proposed system will help the doctors within the early diagnosis of diseases.

II. RELATED WORKS

Ting wie-houe proposed that the digital image processing plays a key role in medical imaging. Nail diagnosis is one in every of the methods in medical imaging to predict the diseases. Nails can reflect the current health condition, genetically inheritance information, and historical information of drug or alcohol usage for the past months or perhaps a year, etc. This paper explores the prevailing research works associated with nail plate and nail matrix as tool for bio-metric system, nail fold capillaries to spot the disease severity levels & affected organs, nail surface as evidence in forensic science to spot the chemical effects, nail samples to spot drug intake and abuse etc. So that, Nail is analyzed by various imaging types and processing algorithms to acknowledge the person’s uniqueness, health condition and its history. This paper also identifies the research challenges and issues. Base shape of nails is given within the article DM Shah proposed that the paper is target on the system of image recognition on the idea of color analysis. In healthcare domain, study of human nail color is incredibly important. Many diseases might be identified by analyzing nails of hands. Human eye has limitation in resolution also as subjectivity in color analysis. The proposed system is predicted on the algorithm which automatically extracts only nails’ area from scanned back side of palm. These selected pixels are processed for further analysis. The system is computer based, so small dis continuities in color values also are also observed, and that we can detect color changes within the initial stage of disease. During this way, system is sort of useful in prediction diseases in their initial stages. It is focused on the system of image recognition on the thought of color analysis. The proposed system is predicted on the algorithm which automatically extracts only nails area from scanned back side of palm (Region of Interest). These selected pixels are processed for further analysis using median filters. The system is computer
based, so small discontinuities in color values are observed, which we are able to detect color changes within the initial stage of disease. During this method, system is all fairness of useful in prediction of diseases in their initial stages. Dr. M. Renuka Devi proposed that this paper explores the prevailing research works associated with nail plate and nail matrix as tool for bio-metric system, nail fold capillaries to identify the disease severity levels & affected organs, nail surface as evidence in forensic science to identify the chemical effects, nail samples to identify drug intake and abuse etc. The proposed system relies supported the algorithm which automatically extracts only nails’ area from scanned back side of palm. These selected pixels are processed for further analysis. The system is computer based, so small discontinuities in color values are observed, which we are able to detect color changes within the initial stage of disease. During this manner, system is type of useful in prediction of diseases in their initial stages disease. During this way, system is sort of useful in prediction of diseases in their initial stages. Computer vision Based identification of nail’s surface shape article presents the principle and application of a computer-vision-based method of identifying the surface shape of human’s nail. The tactic first acquires two images of a human nail respectively with the identical source of illumination but different light angles, obtains from the two images the data on the nail and calculates the surface shape of the nail within the tip. The foremost algorithm of obtaining the surface shape of nails is given within the article.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The main objective of this system design to provide an application for use in healthcare domain this is an advantage in terms of cost and time. The proposed system will take nail image as an input and will perform some processing on input image then finally it will predict probable disease this system can be used by people as well as by doctors in health care domain. This methodology uses a deep transfer learning algorithm using CNN that extracts features of the nail image and describes whether the condition is normal or abnormal. If the condition is abnormal it checks whether it is melanoma or onycholysis and accordingly it generates the result.

Advantages
- In the proposed technique we have trained a model that classifies the disease based on the pattern on the nail.
- This proposed system is able to predict the disease for the respective pattern of the nail with high accuracy.
- It is able to identify the small patterns also such that providing a system with higher success rate.
- The limitations of the existing model are eliminated by the proposed model.

MODULE 1: EXPLORING THE DATASET

It is the action of retrieving both normal and abnormal nail image for further analysis. Which are all having either .jpg, png, .bmp format. The dataset used for this project will be the nail images (Melanoma) from Kaggle. The dataset consists of training data, validation data, and testing data. The training data consists of 5, 216 nail images with 3,875 images shown to have Melanoma, nail images shown to be Onycholysis and 1,341 images shown to be normal. The validation data is relatively small with only 16 images with 8 cases of Melanoma, 8 cases of Onycholysis and 8 normal cases. The testing data consists of 624 images split between 390 Melanoma cases nail images Onycholysis cases and 234 normal cases.

MODULE 2: PRE-PROCESSING

Image pre-processing is the term for operation on images at lowest level of operation. The human nail image is given as input to the pre-processor. If the image are of poor contrast, the pre-processor will enhance the contrast for clear classification type. Steps involved in pre-processing are collecting the dataset, resizing, conversion and filtering. In data collection, the data will be gathered using using Weka tool which consist of specific human nail diseases. Resizing images is a critical pre-processing step in computer vision. Resizing is altering the size of the image without cutting anything out. Principally, our deep learning models train faster on smaller images. An input image that is twice as large requires our network to learn from four times as many pixels — and that time adds up. Moreover, many deep learning model architectures require that our images are the same size and it helps to provide more accuracy in image. In pre-processing the image converted into gray scale image. Unnecessary noise is removed using median filter. These process are done to obtain the accuracy of the image. The gray scale image is compressed by DWT.

DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform): Discrete Wavelet Transform is used in lossless image compression of gray level image. High quality images that require large storage are to be compressed. DWT transforms a discrete signal. L represent the low-pass filtered signal L (low frequency) allows the perfect reconstruction of original Image.

Steps
1. Digitize the source image into signal.
2. Decompose signal to wavelet (sub bands) LL, LH, HL, HH
3. DWT retains images from LL to produce next level of decomposition, because the low frequency images has finer frequency and time resolution than high frequency images.
4. For each level of decomposition DWT produces 4 images and size is reduced to 1/4 of original image.

MODULE 3: DATA LABELING

Data labeling is the process of identifying information adding one or more meaningful and informative labels to produce context. Labelers asked to tag all the images in a dataset where “does a photo contain a bird” is true. The tagging will be as simple yes/no or as granular as identifying the particular pixels in image related to the bird. The result’s the trained model that may be want to make prediction on new data.

The steps followed in data labeling are:
- Labeling:
  Labeling is the initial process of containing the images from which they are categorized into classes.
Assigning Classes:
Classes are assigned as normal and abnormal, normal indicates disease less nail and abnormal indicates disease affected nail.

Allocating Index:
Classes are allocated with index. Normal as index 0 and abnormal as index 1.

Setting the Path:
Finally path of the images are set to the program.

MODULE 4: CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFICATION

CNNs are a category of Deep Neural Networks which will recognize and classify particular features from images and are widely used for analysing visual images. Their applications can be seen widely within the medical images analysis. The term “Convolution” in CNN denotes that two images can be represented as matrices which are multiplied to give an output that is used to extract features from the image.

Convolutional Neural Network Layers

Input Layer
Input layer generally represents the pixel matrix of the image and brings the initial data into the system for further processing by subsequent layers

Convolutional layer
This layer performs task called “convolution”. The convolutional layer is employed to extract image features and a filter of a specific size MxM. The dot product is taken between the filter and therefore the parts of the input image with reference to the scale of the filter (MxM). The sum of these dot products is employed to provide the output image which is fed as input to next layer

Pooling Layer
Pooling layer is obtained by applying pooling operator to aggregate information within each small region of the input feature channels and so down sampling the results. Customized reduce the dimensions of the feature maps. Thus, it reduces the quantity of parameters to hunt out. The foremost common approach employed in pooling is max pooling.

Fully-Connected Layer
The input to the fully connected layer (FC) is that the output from the ultimate Pooling, which is flattened and then fed into the fully connected layer. This layer carries with it the weights and biases together with the class score for every of the classification category. Fully connected layers connect every neuron in one layer to each neuron in another layer.

Output Layer
The output layer is chargeable for producing the ultimate result. There should be one output layer in an exceedingly neural network. The output layer takes within the inputs which are passed in from the layers before it, performs the calculations via its neurons and so the output is computed.

Performance Analysis
The performance of the CNNs trained with the nail dataset was estimated by the classification performance of the models with the normal, melanoma and onycholysis validation datasets. The performance of fine image selector helps in assessing image quality with the change in the illumination and reduction noise level of the images. The levels of brightness and noise were gradually reduced to classify the image easily. If the validation loss decreases then the accuracy will increase. The number of epochs should be as high as possible and terminate training based on the error rates. An epoch is one learning cycle where the learner sees the whole training data set. Here we are having 12 epochs and we are getting 100% validation and training accuracy. In this experiment we found that using color feature of nail image average 65% results are correctly matched with training set data during three tests conducted and we are getting 65% accuracy on test dataset.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
V. CONCLUSION

In the proposed technique we have trained a model that classifies the disease based on the pattern on the nail. This proposed system is able to predict the disease for the respective pattern of the nail with high accuracy. It is able to identify the small patterns also such that providing a system with higher success rate. The limitations of the existing model are eliminated by the proposed model. Moreover in the proposed system only the images of nails of fingers have been used for classifying the diseases, but in future we can combine other features of human body and predict various diseases based on the symptoms of patient and hence would be able to detect a lot of diseases with good precision and accuracy.
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